Shot Noise Explains the Petkau 22Na+ Result for Rupture of a Model Phospholipid Membrane.
The action of free radicals is believed responsible for much or most biological injury resulting from exposure to ionizing radiation. These molecules in solution possess short lifetimes on the order of nanoseconds to microseconds. As a result, the dose-which measures the energy dissipated in tissue due to radiolysis-should not be considered a reliable indicator of the free radical concentration, nor of the chemical effects that follow from it. Rather, the chemical state of affected tissue is properly represented only by the dissipated power, which describes the distribution of energy with time. The present report demonstrates the validity of this assertion using data contained in a report describing a benchtop experiment published in 1972. The experiment used the visible rupture of a model phospholipid membrane as a means to quantify the degree of chemical insult caused by ionizing radiation. The experiment found that beta doses in the range from 1-10 rad were equivalent to x-ray rupture doses of 3,500 rad. This report demonstrates that the experimental results are convincingly explained by reference to the properly calculated time-averaged dissipated power due to beta decay. The theoretical explanation is derived by analogy to a well-understood result from electronic systems known as shot noise. If the result described in this report is demonstrated to extrapolate from the benchtop to living systems, then it is likely that exposure to beta radiation via internal incorporation is far more hazardous than commonly believed. The finding could be revolutionary in the field of health physics.